
HEAVY RESCUE COURSE 24 HOURS
TRAINING AREA & DEFINITIONS

The permanent challenges in the pursuit of developing road safety found expression in the decrease of road accidents. 
However, the number of victims registered every year on the world’s roads demands rescue teams to a permanent update 
of their knowledge.

In case of the rescue of victims in accidents involving large size or heavy load objects, or heavy machinery, there is an 
increased risk for rescue teams. The preparation of the response to this kind of accidents is essential for rescue process 
optimization and safeguarding of human life.

This kind of training courses intend to provide to the participants the opportunity to improve the “art of creating space” in 
complex scenarios with lifesaving needs and heavy loads or large size objects involved.

Rescue scenarios with victims entrapped under heavy loads or large size objects, 

are common worldwide. Most of the times when one of this scenarios happen the 

usual extrication techniques aren’t enough to create space and perform the victim 

extraction. In this case scenarios its common the need to lift the object enough 

space to extricate the victim.

Heavy Rescue training course will provide the tool to separate improvise from 

technical competence in complex scenarios involving trucks, buses, trains and all 

kinds of heavy machinery.
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TRAINING IS 
THE TOOL THAT 
SEPARATES 
IMPROVISE FROM 
TECHNICAL 
COMPETENCE

RESQTEC in partnership 
with HR-PT



TOP 3 LEARNING GOALS
HEAVY RESCUE course will provide advanced space creation and stabilization skills applied to complex accidents involving 
heavy loads or large size objects.

1. Perform the assessment, identifying risks and specific hazards;
2. Perform the stabilization of scenarios, ensuring safety conditions in the whole rescue process;
3. Perform space creation techniques with special focus to Emergency Lifting Techniques.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Provide participants with theoretical and practical knowledge, allowing them to the safely perform rescue operations of 
victims in accident scenarios involving large size or heavy load objects.

At the end of the training sessions participants shall be able to perform the:

• 360° assessment, identifying risks and specific hazards;
• Stabilization of scenarios, ensuring safety conditions in the whole rescue process;
• Space creation techniques, in particular, emergency lifting techniques, in 4 or 5 different scenarios, involving large size or
  heavy load objects.  
• Conservation and maintenance of different types of equipment.

PROGRAM CONTENT

Presentation, introduction, objectives
Emergency lifting principles
Face-to-face welcome briefing
Course review, doubts and questions clarification
Familiarization with tools and equipment
Practices in simulated scenarios involving large size or heavy load objects
Evaluation
Closure

                          Total

TIME

30 minutes 
02h30 
30 minutes 
30 minutes 
01 hour 
18 hours 
30 minutes 
30 minutes

24 hours

TRAINING CLASS

Online

Physical Presence

ENTITY: HEAVY RESCUE PORTUGAL (HR-PT)
• HR-PT core mission is to assure modern and innovative training and practice, endowed with high quality and formative  
  accuracy, to ensure world-class professional and human skills to its trainees.

• HR-PT chases, every day, the development of the most modern space creation techniques on light and heavy vehicles,  
  buses, train carriages and heavy machinery.

• HR-PT provides reference training in the scope of rescue and protection of persons and property, contributing decisively  
  to promote a safety culture.

• HR-PT provides worldwide training with references in countries like England, Italy, Spain, France, Ecuador, Costa Rica,  
  Brazil or Taiwan.

HEAVY RESCUE COURSE 24 HOURS
LEARNING GOALS & COURSE OBJECTIVES
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BLOCKS OF TIME 1ST DAY  |  3 HOURS TRAINING

   14H00             14H30  Presentation, introduction, objectives. Heavy Rescue principles.

   14H30             17H00 Heavy Rescue principles.

BLOCKS OF TIME 2ND DAY  |  7 HOURS TRAINING

   08H00             08H30  Face-to-face welcome.

   08H30             09H00 Course review, doubts and questions clarification.

   09H00             10H00  Familiarization with tools and equipment.

   10H00             10H30 Coffee Break.

   10H30             15H30  Practices in simulated scenarios.

   15H30             16H00 Lunch.

BLOCKS OF TIME 4RD DAY  |  7 HOURS TRAINING

   08H00             10H00  Practices in simulated scenarios.

   10H00             10H30 Coffee Break.

   10H30             14H30  Practices in simulated scenarios.

   14H30             15H30 Evaluation.

   15H00             15H30  Closure.

   15H00             16H00 Lunch.

BLOCKS OF TIME 3RD DAY  |  7 HOURS TRAINING

   08H00             10H00  Practices in simulated scenarios.

   10H00             10H30 Coffee Break.

   10H30             15H30  Practices in simulated scenarios.

   15H00             16H00 Lunch.

HEAVY RESCUE COURSE 24 HOURS
ACTION SCHEDULE
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